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In this paper, we present a way of improving the performance of network file systems based
on Distributed Hash Tables (DHT) by incorporating B-tree variant into the file system.

System Structure

The proposed system has four subsystem layers:

• File System (user interface, top layer)

• Search trees, indexing

• Reliable data block storage

• DHT (data block location and routing)

The top layer is a conventional file system interface: it should show to users files, attributes,
directories, and should provide tools to add, modify, copy, delete files and their metadata.
DHTs offer a scalable and completely decentralized storage mechanism [1, 2, 3, 4]. However,
DHTs only solve the problem of Decentralized Object Location and Routing (DOLR), and do
not provide any means for indexing and searching contents of the network. Many solutions
have been proposed to build an indexing layer on top of the DHT, and offer file system
functionality [5, 6]. In the Cooperative File System, a DHash layer provides redundancy and
caching of file system data and metadata blocks, on top of which a File System layer provides
the file system interface to users. In our system, we replace the simple replication of DHash
with a more efficient block-coding algorithm, like IDA [7] or Reed- Solomon block coding. In
our system, we add a search tree/indexing layer between the reliable data block storage and
the File System. Modern conventional file systems use B-trees to improve performance [8],
and outperform non-B-tree file systems by a factor of 10-15x in certain usage scenarios. We
hope to use B-trees in DHT-based file systems to reduce the number of routing steps necessary
to locate data blocks, which can have a significant impact in the case of a globally distributed
network.

Search Trees

The search tree we propose is a B+-tree, we call C-tree, C for content addressing. Taking
advantage of content addressing, we can increase the branching factor, while node sizes
in bytes can stay the same. The concept is the following: Let the address of tree-nodes be
calculated from the first and last index value, one can reach using the node in question. I
proposed a hash function to spread nodes data uniformly over the DHT network. Now
child nodes can be addressed without a pointer, we need only the "lowerthan- node" and
"higher-than-node" index values the B+ algorithm already stores, and use the hash function.
A little downside is that we must store the low and high limit of the node, but it is out
weighted by the benefit of not having to store node addresses implicitly. An extra advantage
is that the root blocks address will be always well known, because it must be the hash of the
index of all zero bits and all one bits. To install multiple file systems over one DHT can be
guaranteed to use of keyed cryptographic hash functions, encrypted storage, user specific keys.

Conclusion

By incorporating B-trees into DHT-based file systems, we hope to take DHT-based file sys-
tems beyond the simple initial architectures used in CFS or Pastis.
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